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DATA ANALYSIS FIRM HUPDATA 
DEVELOPS REMOTE WORK ACTION 
PLAN WITH GOPLACELESS 

As HupData grew, their leadership team realized that they needed a more 
thorough and consistent remote work policy. They selected change managers to 
participate in the Goplaceless program, collaborating on a customized action plan 
for developing their remote work policy.  

“[Goplaceless] brought more confidence, tools, and strategy to evolve on this journey." 

Marcus Estanislao 
CEO, HupData
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1. Build and deploy an efficient remote work model for 
the company.  

2. Learn how to measure productivity in a distributed 
model.  

3.  Improve clarity and consistency of work 
expectations.
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Hupdata was already a remote-hybrid team—with some team members working from home and 

some working from the company's central headquarters in São Paolo, Brazil—when they began 

adding employees and realized they needed a more in-depth and consistent remote work policy. 

They didn't yet have the tools necessary to identify the needs and next steps specific to their 

organization.

Goplaceless  

A comprehensive program that provides businesses with the 

knowledge and processes they need to assess their readiness to 

convert to a remote structure. This program is designed for change 

agents within a company looking to deploy a remote work model, 

whether for their whole company or for select teams. 

1. Build and deploy an efficient remote work model for the company.  

Using the framework provided by the Goplaceless program, the HupData change 

management team were able to quickly identify and outline the needed components of their 

remote work policy:  

• Determined compatibility and expectations for remote roles 

• Identified aligned expectations for communication channels 

• Chose remote-friendly alternatives for existing tools 

Background

Solution

Results

“The Goplaceless Program helped me to understand the advantages and disadvantages 
of being a distributed company. In addition, it showed me that a lot of planning and 
organization is necessary to be successful in consolidating this work model.”  

Roberto Caffaro 
Data Analysis Leader, HupData 
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2. Learn how to measure productivity in a distributed model.  

After reviewing best practices for managing remote performance, the  HupData change 

management team identified seven remote-compatible roles and established performance 

and productivity expectations.  

3. Improve clarity and consistency of work expectations.  

An overarching takeaway from the program was the necessity of clear, consistent, and 

documented expectations for team members. In addition to the components of the remote 

work policy, the HupData change management team identified additional components to 

add to their employee handbook.  

“Goplaceless enabled us to understand the requirements to become an efficient 
distributed company. We look forward to putting this learning into practice.”  

Anderson Silva 
Data Engineer Leader, HupData

LEARN MORE ABOUT THE GOPLACELESS  
TRAINING PROGRAM. 

Schedule a discovery call with our learning 
consultants to discuss your team needs.

http://www.workplaceless.com/goplaceless
https://www.workplaceless.com/consult

